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ABSTRACT 
The existence of regular undirected finite graphs with degree d > 2, diameter k, 
girth 2k and order n = 2((d -- 1) k -- 1)/(d -- 2) is studied. For  k other than 2, 3, 
4, and 6, no graphs exist. For  k = 2 there is one graph for each d. For  k = 3 and k = 4 
there is one graph for each finite projective geometry with d points on a line, of  di- 
mensions 2 and 3, respectively. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The general method used in [4] for analyzing the existence of graphs 
of maximum odd girth is here further developed in application to graphs 
whose girth is twice their diameter. Attention is concentrated on a 
particular class, the members of which have fewer nodes than any other 
undirected regular graphs of the same degree and girth. It is found 
(1) the class has no members with degree > 2 for diameters other 
than 2, 3, 4, 6; 
(2) for degree 2 one graph exists with each diameter > 2, and for 
diameter 2 one graph exists for each degree ~ 2; 
(3) for diameters 3 and 4, graphs exist with degree d if and only if 
* This paper contains part of  a dissertation presented to the Faculty of Princeton 
University in candidacy for the degree of Doctor  of Philosophy. 
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finite projective geometries, plane or 3-space, respectively, with d points 
on a line exist. 
Sections 2 and 3 establish terms, elementary properties, and relations. 
Sections 4 and 5 treat, respectively, the nonexistence and existence of 
graphs of the minimal class. 
I would like to express my appreciation to Dr. A. J. Hoffman, Profes- 
sor A. W. Tucker and Professor H. W. Kuhn for stimulation, suggestion, 
and criticism in this work. 
2. GEOMETRIC TERMS, ELEMENTARY PROPERTIES, AND SCOPE 
We treat graphs which are: finite, regular, connected, not directed, 
simple (that is, each pair of nodes has at most one common branch), 
and in which the girth is twice the diameter. Certain letters are restricted 
to have particular meanings, as follows: 
~cg: a member of the class of graphs defined above, either known to 
exist or else hypothecated. 
~'m: a member of a certain minimal subclass of {~}. 
n: the number of nodes in ~J. 
k: the diameter of c~. 
d: the degree: the number of branches on each node of ~ .  
c - - - -d - -1  
y: the girth of ~', if any girth exists; the length of the shortest 
circuit in ~.  
if': the set of nodes antipodal to (i.e., at distance k from) a de- 
signated node; subscripts are used as needed to represent sub- 
sets. 
v: the number of nodes in ~"; ~ is a characteristic of ~', independent 
of the designated node. 
.~:  the set of nodes at distance k -  1 from a designated node; 
subscripts are used as needed to represent subsets. 
Q: the number of branches in excess of 9 which join ~" to ~;  p is 
a characteristic of ~'.  
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Qi: the number of branches in excess of 1 joining a node mi ~ ~" 
to members of 9 .  
zi: the number of branches joining rni ~ ~-" to other nodes in ~'; 
"t" i ~ C - -  ~ i "  
When we speak of the branches joining one set of nodes to another 
set of nodes we mean the collection of all branches joining any node 
of one set to any node of the other set. 
{~'} contains no trees since a tree has no girth. Hence d> 2. If  
~, exists then 7'--< 2k + 1. Moore graphs [4] are those for which 
7, = 2k + 1. This paper treats the case 7, ---- 2k. Since c~ is simple, 
y > 3. Hence k > 2. One sees by inspection that for d----2 there is 
one graph for each k: the polygon with n = 2k. Hence our considera- 
tions hereafter will be restricted to graphs for which k ~ 2 and d ~ 3. 
A particular graphic representation of ~ '  is useful. It is schematically 
represented in Figure 1. Select any node no as a distinguished node and 
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FXOURE 1. Tree-form representation f ~'. 
represent he subgraph consisting of n o and all nodes distant (k -  1) 
or less from no, and the branches joining them, as a tree. This is possible 
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since y = 2k. The nodes distant k from no are called the "antipodes" 
of no and are arrayed below the tree. The set of nodes distant i from no 
are called "tier-/." Tier-(k -- 1) is ~5 ~', tier-k is ~'. The number of nodes 
in each tier is: 
tier-0 1, 
tier-/ dc i-1, 
tier-k v. 
l< i<k- l ,  
Since v is the difference between the number of nodes in the graph 
and the number of nodes in the tree it does not depend on which of the 
nodes is taken to be the distinguished node. 
~ i  c ~ are the nodes of tier-(k -- 1) distant k -- 2 from n i e tier-1. 
~ ' i  n ~ ---- 0, i @ j, and the number of nodes in ~ i  is c ~-~. ~'i c ~" 
are the nodes of tier-k distant k - -  1 from n i ~ tier-1. In general, 
~'i n U~ :# 0. The number of nodes ir~ ~'i is c k-i. 
A node mi ~ ~" is joined to at least one node ira5 ~, but may be joined 
to more than one. The number of branches in excess of one joining 
mi to ~ is called Qi, and we define ~ = ~,~x Pi. 
Since there are dc ~-1 branches from ~'  to ~", and 
i=1 
branches from b" to ,~', we have 
'11 -']- ~ = de  k -1  , (2.1) 
which is frequently more useful as 
'11 - -  C k -1  = C k - -  ~ .  
Also 
n + e= 1 + d(c k -  1) / (c - -  1). 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
Thus p also is independent of which node is distinguished. 
Since 0 < Qi < c, 
0<~<cv.  (2.4) 
Since 1 + Oi branches join ml ~ ~" to nodes of ~-', and mi is on d 
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branches in all, the number of branches joining mi to other nodes oj 
is 
~ ' i=d- -  1 - -Q i=c- -01 .  
From (2.1) and (2.4), 
c k-1 < v < dc k-a. (2.5) 
Both the end points exist for the inequalities in (2.4) and (2.5). All 
Oi-----0 characterizes Moore graphs, which of course are not in the 
class here being studied. All Oi = c defines a subset of {~} having 
unique properties. Graphs of that subset are designated cg m. 
{~m} is a class of minimal graphs. For any 7 and d if a ~m exists 
it contains fewer nodes than any other graph of degree d and girth y. 
This class is the principal topic of this paper. 
THEOREM 2.1..r is a ~m if  and only i f  it is bi-partite. 
PROOF: When all ~----c then all -c i ~-0 and each node of tier-k 
is adjacent only to nodes of tier-(k -- 1). Since throughout he tree, 
also, all adjacencies are between odes of adjacent iers, qJ, n is bipar- 
tite, the even and odd tiers constituting the partition of nodes. Con- 
versely, if ~ is bipartite, then in the tree form all r i are 0. Hence all 
Oi----c, and ~' i s  a ~'m. 
3. ANALYTIC TERMS AND RELATIONS 
Matrices are represented by capital letters, vectors by small letters. 
The transpose of a matrix is indicated by the superscript "prime," 
thus, the transpose of M is M'. Vectors are matrices with one column 
or row, and the unprimed letters tand for column vectors: v is a column 
vector, v' a row vector. The dimensions of matrices are indicated only 
if confusion is likely, and is seldom needed: thus, a matrix J of special 
form is so written regardless of its order. Frequently used matrices are: 
ei: a vector whose i-th element is 1 and all its other elements are 0. 
For the definitions immediately following we temporarily take 
its dimension to be m. 
U ~  e i . 
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I---- ~ e ie i  ' .  
i=1 
J ~ ttu ~ .
These basic symbols are extended, for more complex situations, in the 
symbol ( i jh . ,  which stands for a matrix of  c i+~ rows and &+k columns, 
which is constructed from a matrix I of  order c k through replacing each 
of its units by a block of  units & by c ~" in size, and replacing its zeros 
by blocks of  zeros of  the same size. The multiplication relation for 
these symbols is 
( ( i )k ( rs ) t  = c r ( i , s  - -  r §  if j~  r, 
=&( i - - jq - r , s ) t ,  if j<r ,  
and of course j + k = i" + t. 
In this notat ion: 
(00)o = 1 (scalar) 
(00)i = I of  order c i 
(i0)o = u of  dimension c i 
(0i)o = u' of  dimension c i 
( i i )o = Jo f  order c i. 
The node-on-node adjacency matrix of  a graph ~ is an n • n matrix 
A ---- (a iy) .  I f  nodes i and j are connected by a branch then ai~ = 1, 
otherwise ai j  = 0. F rom the properties of  ~ ,  
A ---- A', 
trace (A) = 0, 
Au = du.  
The connectedness and regularity of  G imply that the multiplicity 
o fd  (as a root of  A) is 1, and i f r  is any other root of  A then -- d < r < d, 
the equality holding if and only if ~ '  is bipartite, in which case there is 
a root -- d with multiplicity 1 [3]. 
We define sets of  matrices which are analogous to the tree form of 
graphic representation. 1 For  later use it is most convenient o do this 
This initial concept is due to E.F. Moore and A.J. Hoffman. 
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through the medium of a set of polynomials in a scalar variable. Let 
Fo(x )  = 1 
F~(x)  = x Go(x)  = 1 
F2(x) = x z - -  d G l (x )  = x q- 1 
F i+ l (X  ) = xF i (x  ) - -  cF i _ l (X )  , 
G i+ l (X  ) = xG i (x  ) - -  cG i_ l (X ) ,  
n i+ l (X  ) = xH i (x  ) - -  cn i _ l (X ) ,  
Ho(x)  : 1 
Ha(x)  = x 
i~2  
i :> l 
all i. 
(3.1) 
Note that Fo is not consistent with the recursion relations. Other values 
of Hi (x )  which will be needed are: 
1 
H_ I (x )  ---- 0, H_2(x) -- 
C" 
The following relations between these functions may be checked 
readily. The designation of the independent variable is omitted, but it 
is understood to be (x) up through Lemma 3.1. 
i 
Gi = Z F j ,  i~O 
j=o 
i 
Hzi = ~ F2j , i > O 
]=0 
i 
H2i+l = Y~ F2j+I , i ~ 0 
j=0 
Gi = H i+ H i - l ,  i ~ O 
f i =- H i -  H i - s ,  i ~ 1. 
(3.2) 
Certain other relations between these functions will be needed. The 
following derive immediately from the initial conditions and the linearity 
of the recursion relation. 
El+ 1 - -  cF  i = (x  --  d)Gi, i>  1 
Gi+l + cGi =- (x  -k- d)Hi ,  i > 0 
Fi+2 -- cZFi = (x  ~ --  dZ)Hi, i>  1. 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
More general recursion relations are also needed. Let Ki represent 
any of Fi, Gi, or Hi. Then 
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LEMMA 3.1. Ki = HjK~_~ -- cH~_IKi_~_ 1 for i > j + 2 and i > 1 i f  
Ki is F i i > j + 1 and i > 0 i f  Ki is Gi all i and j i f  Ki is H i. 
PROOF: We note the following recursion: 
Ki -- H~Ki_j + cHj_lKi_j_l = Ki - -  (xn j -1  - -  cn j _2)K i _  j + cHj-IKi_j_1 
and if i is bounded as required, this is equal to 
Ki -- Hj-tKi-~+l + cH3-2Ki- ~. 
If j>  O, this can be iterated j times, leading to 
Ki -- HoKi + cH-1Ki-1 = O. 
For j < 0 one can begin with the last expression and perform the recur- 
rence in reverse to reach the first expression. 
j--1 
LEMMA 3.2. H~(x) = (x -- y) ~. Hi (x )n j _ l _ i (y  ) -~- H~(y). 
i=O 
PROOF: 
J J J 
7~ Hi(x)Hj_i(y) = Hy(y) + Z xHi- I (x)Hy- i (Y)  -- c Z H~-2(x)Hj-i(Y). 
i=0 i=l  i=2 
Similarly, interchanging x and y, 
J 5 J 
E Hi(y)Hi - i (x)  = H~(x) + Y, yH~_l(y)Hj_i(x ) - -  c E H,I-2(Y)Hj-i(x). 
i=0 i=1 i=2 
The expressions on the left of these two equations are the same, there 
being only a change of indices. The same is true of the last summation 
on the right. Equating the others and changing summation indices gives 
the Lemma. 
LEMMA 3.3. hxHh(x) = 2c(h + 1)Hh_l(x )
h-1 
+ (x 2 -- 4c) ~] Hi(x)Hh_l_i(x ). 
i=0 
PROOF: From Lemma 3.1, 
t Ih+x = I - t iHh+~- i  - c I - t i _~Hh< 
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and 
Subtracting, 
Cnh__ 1 = cn i _ lHh_  i - -  cZHi_2Hh_i_l. 
Hh+l -- cHh-1 = HiHh+l-i -- 2cHi_lHh-i q- c2Hi_2Hh_i_l. 
Adding these for successive values of i, and replacing H's with negative 
indices by their values, 
h+l  h 
(h + 2) (Hh+ 1-- crib-l) = Y, HiHh+l-~ -- 2c ~ Hi_lHh_ i 
i=0 i= l  
h+l  
-~- C~ Z H i -2Hh- i -1  - -  CHh_ , .  
i=2 
Combining the summations, 
h-1 
(h q- 2) (Hh+ 1 -- cHh-O = ~ Hi(Hh+l-i -- 2r  "-]- c2Hh-3-i) 
i=0 
+ Hh+~ + XHh -- cHh_~, 
Applying the recursion relation on the right and transposing, 
h-1  
hHn+x -- c(h q- 2)Hh_ 1 = ~ Hi(x ~" -- 4c)Hh_l_ i . 
i=O 
Applying the recursion relation to the left side, the left side becomes 
h(xH h - -  C r ib_ l )  - -  c (h  21- 2)Hh_x = hxHh -- 2c(h + 1)Hh_x, 
from which the lemma follows by transposition. 
If Hi is restricted to i > -- 2 all the foregoing manipulations except 
Lemma 3.2 can be carried through with the variable x replaced by 
the matrix A, and the scalar 1 replaced by I where appropriate. Thus 
Fh(A), which is a matrix (fl~)), arises through replacing x by A in the 
polynomial Fh(x), and similarly for G and H. From here on, the let- 
ters F, G, H without indication of variable stand for these matrices. 
These are scalar polynomials in a single matrix. Hence Fh, Gi, H~, A, J 
are all symmetric, have integral elements, and commute; a complete 
set of invariant vectors is held in common, and the roots corresponding 
to any particular common invariant vector are also related by (3.1) 
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and (3.2). All their elements (except for H_2) are non-negative in view 
of the interpretation about to be given F. 
The matrices F correspond to the tree form of graphic representation, 
but as if all nodes were distinguished at once, rather than for one dis- 
tinguished node only. Fh gives the adjacency relations of order h in ~', 
through paths which are irreducible in the following sense. 
Let the symbol (i j) represent a branch joining nodes i and j; and (i j) 
= (ji). A path of length m joining i0 and ir~ is an ordered set of branches 
(ioil), (ili2) . . . . .  (im-~im) in which the right-hand node in the symbol 
for any branch is the same as the left-hand node in the symbol for the 
succeeding branch. A path is reducible if any sequence (ijb), (ibi,) 
appears. 
THEOREM 3.1 An element f~) of Fh counts the number of irreducible 
paths of length h joining nodes i and j. 
PROOf: The property is obvious for F1. For F2, A 2 gives the adjacen- 
cies through paths of length 2, but it includes reducible paths of form 
(iti2) (i2il) and these are obviously the only reducible paths of length 
2 possible. Since the degree of c j  is d there are d of these for each node; 
they are represented in the diagonal of A 2, and are removed from F2 
by the term (--dI). Thus, F2 has the property. 
Suppose Fx, F2 ..... Fh all have the property. Then 
f (h+l)  ,g(h) pf(h-1) 
J i j  U ik J  k j  t,j i j  9 
Ir 
Each irreducible path of length (h + 1) joining i and j arises from an 
irreducible path of length h joining j and a node a adjacent to i, and 
hence is counted in the term ~ka~kf~.~ ~. Similarly, each irreducible path 
of length h joining j and a node adjacent to i gives rise to an irreducible 
path of length h -t- 1 joining j and i, unless the final branch causes the 
path to become reducible. Thus, let a~ ---- 1, let the irreducible path of 
length h be (jcq), (axa2), ..., (ah-la), and let the branch (ai) be appended 
to form a path joining i and j. Then if i = ah-1, the path of length h + 1 
is reducible, and only in this case. 
But this means fl~-1) :;~ 0. An irreducible path of length h - 1 from 
j to ah-1 terminates (ah-2ah-O. It gives rise to e irreducible paths of 
length h terminating at all nodes adjacent o ah_~ except an-2, which 
appear in Fh and are counted in Y'k aikf~ ~. Since each such path to 
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ah_ 1 gives rise to c reducible paths to uh_ x of length h + 1, the term 
(-- cf~]~. -1)) removes them, and hence Fh+l has the stated property. 
The relation to the tree form is now apparent. The vector Fhel, h <z k, 
indicates by the position of the non-zero elements the nodes of ~'  
which lie in tier-h when node i is distinguished. For h > k, a close 
analogy with the tree form becomes complex and is not used. 
Gh represents the number of irreducible paths of length not exceeding 
h joining each pair of nodes. The matrices H partition these into those 
of odd length and those of even length. 
The node counts of the tiers in Figure 1 arise also from (3.1) as the 
roots of Fi corresponding to the vector u. 
The foregoing relations hold for undirected regular graphs regard- 
less of girth. Let A be the adjacency matrix for such a graph, with 
diameter k and girth ~. Then 
Gi>_J for i>k ,  and Gi~J  for i<k ,  
Gi _< J for i < (9' - 1)/2, and Gi ~ J for i > (7, -- 1)/2. 
The greatest possible value of girth is ~, = 2k + 1, for which G~. > J 
and G~, < J; hence Gx, = J. This equation characterizes Moore graphs. 
For 7 = 2k, Gk ~ J and Gk-x_< J. Let 
G~,_I = J -  T. (3.6) 
T is the adjacency matrix for the antipodal graph of .~', and 
tij = I of nodes i and j are at distance k, 
= 0 otherwise. 
Let 
Then 
G~, = J + R. (3.7) 
Fk=Gk- -  Gk- t=T+R.  (3.8) 
Since the elements of F~ are non-zero only for antipodal nodes, T and 
R have the relation 
if tij = 0 then  r 0 ---- O, 
if r i3>O then tir I. 
(3.9) 
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Obviously T and R are symmetric, have non-negative integral en- 
tries, and commute with Fh, Gi, Hi, J and with each other. From the 
roots corresponding to the vector u, and relations (2.1) and (2.3), 
Tu = vu, Ru = Qu. (3.10) 
Suppose node i is no in Figure 1, and a set of numbers {h} are the 
indices for which nh e ~", so that 
t i~= 1 i f j~  {h} 
----0 i f j r  {h}. 
Then the numbers 0~ associated with the antipodes of node i appear 
as the entries ri~, j ~ {h}, in R, and ri~ ----- 0, j r {h}. The set of num- 
bers {O~} is not known to be the same for all nodes no. 
Since every minimal circuit (i.e., length 2k) on no contains one anti- 
podal node, and every pair of distinct paths of length k from no to the 
same antipodal node may be joined to form a unique minimal circuit, 
the number of minimal circuits on no is 
~=1 2 = -2  ~=1 -~ e i 'R(R + T)ei = --~ ei RFkei ,  
where node i is no. The total number of minimal circuits in cJ is 89 trace 
RF~. 
The class ~ was defined in Section 2 as those for which 01 = e, 
for all i. From (3.9) the equivalent matrix characterization is 
R= cT 
and from this the Hoffman polynomial [3] may be found. From (3.6) 
and (3.7) 
cT-  R ~- d J -  Gk -- cGk-1 
and from (3.4) 
cT-  R = d J -  (A + dl)Hk_x. (3.11) 
Hence for ~',~ the Hoffman polynomial is 
(A + dI)Hk_ a = d J, (3.12) 
which shows immediately that A has a root --d, and hence is bipartite. 
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4. NON-EXISTENCE OF MINIMAL GRAPHS 2 
Since a minimal graph of diameter k has a Hoffman polynomial 
given by (3.12) its minimal equation is 
(x 2 -- d2)He_l(x) = O, (4.1) 
and the other distinct roots of  A, less than d in absolute value, are the 
roots of  H~._l(x). The polynomials Hi(x ) are 
ti/21 ( i - -  j )  
Hi(x) = • (--c)Jx i-2~ i > O, (4.2) 
j~o J ' -- 
as one can readily show by induction. The roots of  Hi(x) are 
2zt 
2Wr-~ - cos - -  ~ = 1 . . . . .  i. 
(1 + i) ' 
A is singular if k is even, non-singular if k is odd. 
THEOREM 4.1 The only graphs of the class ~,,~ having diameters other 
than 2, 3, 4, 6 are those of degree 2. 
PROOF: We analyze the multiplicities of  the roots of  A for k > 2. 
Let r, be a root of  A other than d or -- d, and designate its comple- 
mentary factor in the minimal polynomial as Q,(x), so that 
(x ~ -- d2)Hk_l(x) = (x -- G)Qa(X). (4.3) 
Then the multiplicity of  r~ is 
trace Q~( A ) 
ma = aa(G) 
In Lemma 3.2, set j = k -- 1 and y = ra. F rom (4.3), Hk-I(G) = 0, 
and hence 
k-2 
Hk-l(x) = (x -- G) Z Hi(x)Hk-2-i(G) 
i=0 
2 A more general theorem which includes this result appears in [2]. This section 
is retained since the method of [2] is different. 
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and 
k-2 
Q~(x) = (x ~ -- d 2) Z Hi (x lHk-2- i ( r , )  9 
i=0 
Using Eq. (3.5) in Q,(A)  as given by (4.4), 
k-2 
Qa(A) = Y, (F,+z -- c2Fi)Hk-2-1(r~) + (A ~ -- d2I)Hk-2(r,), 
i=l 
and since trace Fi = 0 for 0 < i < 2k, 
trace Q,(A) = n(d-  d2)I-Ik_~(r~) = -- ncd Hk_2(ra). 
(4.4) 
In Lemma 3.3 , le t  h = k -  1 and x = r~. Since nk_l(ra)= 0, 
k-2 2ckHk_~(r~) 
Z H~(ro)gk_~_~(ro)= 
~=o 4c  - -  ra 2 
We note that r~ 2 :~ 4c since, if it were, then by Lemma 3.3 we would 
also have Hk_2(ra) ---- 0. Then, by (3.1), r~ would be a root of all Hi(x) ,  
but it is not a root of Ho(x). 
Hence, from (4.4), 
(r~2 -- d2) 2ckHk_2(r~). 
Q~(ra) - -  4c r~ 2 
Thus 
nd 4c - r~ 2 (4.5) 
ma--  2k d 2 - ra  2 " 
The form of Hk_~(x) shows that its roots occur in pairs, 4- ra, except 
for the root 0 when it occurs. Eq. (4.5) shows that ra and -- ra have 
the same multiplicity but that no other root r e :z~-- ra  has the same 
multiplicity as r~. The minimal polynomial has integral coefficients, 
and therefore the roots of A arising from any factor of Hk_l(x)  which 
is irreducible in the field of rational numbers must all have the same 
multiplicity. Thus, a graph qJ, n can exist only when the corresponding 
Hk_l(x)  has the form 
x'  H,~(x ~ -- r~), 
where e is 1 or 0 according as k is even or odd, and the product term 
appears only for k > 2. 
From (4.2) for k -  1 even, Hk_l(x)  is homogeneous in c and x ~, 
with integral coefficients and leading coefficient 1, and, for k -  1 
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odd, Hk_l/x has the same property.  Hence for any k the quantit ies 
- - ,  a = 1 . . . .  , , excluding r a = 0 r 
are positive integers, all different, whose sum is (k--1 2) and whose 
product is ( [(k[k/21])/2]). This can be solved by inspection, giving 
No. of 
k Sum Product 
integers 
3 1 1 1 
4 1 2 2 
5 2 3 1 
6 2 4 3 
2h h -- 1 2h -- 2 h 
2h + 1 h 2h -- 1 1 
Obviously solutions exist only for 3, 4, 6. Since the appearance of  
roots other than 0 in Hk-1 requires k -  1 >__ 2, k : 2 has not  been 
excluded. Solving the equations for these cases, the only possible graphs 
are 
k n/2 Roots Multiplicity 
2 l+c  
3 l+c+c ~ 
4 l+c+c~+e 3 
l+c+cZ+ca+c4+c ~ 
•  l 
0 2c 
•  l 
+ ~c  ca 
+d 1 
0 c(1 + c 2) 
=k x~ 2c cd2/2 
=t=d 1 
0 2c(1 + c 2 + c0 /3  
=1= a/c  c(1 + c)2(1 - -  c + e~)/2 
+ x/3c c(1 + c)2(1 + c + c~)/6 
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5. EXISTENCE OF MINIMAL GRAPHS 
In this section we treat the existence of graphs for k = 2, 3, 4. For 
k = 2, a graph exists for each d. For k = 3 and k = 4, the graphs are 
identified with the finite projective geometries of dimension 2 and 3, 
respectively. 
THEOREM 5.1. One minimal graph with diameter 2 exists for each 
value of d ~ 3. 
PROOF: The adjacency matrix is of order 2d, has single roots d and 
--d, and all its other roots are 0. Thus it may be written 
._(o 
and any other adjacency matrix satisfying the conditions is a permuta- 
tion of this one [3]. This is a complete bipartite graph. 
For the case k = 3, we will establish a one-to-one correspondence 
between finite plane projective geometries and graphs c~ m of diameter 3. 
This does not solve the problem of existence and uniqueness, but reduces 
it to an extant problem. The method of demonstration is, by showing 
how a graph may be constructed from a geometry, and a geometry 
from a graph. The elements of a geometry will be called "points" and 
"lines" and the relation, "incidence." The elements of a graph are 
"nodes" and "branches" and the relation "adjacency." New meanings 
are ascribed here to some symbols used previously in this paper. 
THEOREM 5.2. To each finite plane projective geometry with d ~ 3 
points on a line there corresponds a ~m with degree d and diameter 3. 
PROOF: Consider a finite, plane projective geometry G with d > 3 
points on each line. The points are a set P = {p~},and the lines a set 
L = {lj}. 
Construct a graph ~ as follows. Create a node ni for each Pi and a 
node mj. for each lj. Let N = {ni} and M = {m~}. Define adjacency 
as: ni is adjacent o m~ if and only if Pi is incident on l~.. 
~ '  is: 
(a) Finite since G is finite. 
(b) Undirected since incidence is a symmetric relation. 
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(c) Simple since incidence has this property. 
(d) Bipartite since incidence is defined only between pairs of unlike 
elements. 
(e) Regular since the number of points on each line is the same num- 
ber, d, for all lines, and dually. 
(f) Diameter 3 (and connected): Let pl, p~ correspond to n~, n2. 
A line 1 in G exists which is on p~ and P2. Let its correspondent in G 
be m. Then na and n2 are both adjacent o m. Hence any two nodes of 
N are at distance 2. Similarly any two nodes of M are at distance 2. 
Every line is on d points, but is not on all points. Hence, a node ml 
is adjacent o d nodes of N, of which n~ may be one. Also, there exist 
nodes in N to which ml is not adjacent and any of these nodes, such as 
n2, to which m~ is not adjacent, is at distance 2 from nx, and therefore 
at distance 3 from ml. Hence ~" has diameter 3. 
(g) Girth 6: Since c~, is bipartite with diameter 3 and regular, its 
girth is 2, 4, or 6. No 2-circuit exists because ~'  is simple. No 4-cir- 
cuit exists since such a circuit is of the form: nl : ml : n2 : m2 : n~ 
and this would require that the corresponding elements /1 and l~ both 
be incident on both Pa and P2. Hence the girth is 6. 
Therefore the constructed c~' is a ~'m. 
THEOREM 5.3. To each ~ with degree d > 3 and diameter 3 there 
corresponds a finite, plane projective geometry with d points on a line. 
PROOF: Let the two subsets of nodes of ~ having the bipartite 
property be N = {ni} and M = {ms}. 
Construct a geometry G as follows. Create a point Pi for each n~ 
and a line 1~ for each m;. Let P = {Pi} and L ---- {l~}. Let Pi and l~ be 
incident if and only if n~ and m~ are adjacent. 
(a) Incidence is simple, symmetric, and defined only between unlike 
elements ince ~',~ is simple, undirected, and bipartite. 
(b) G is finite since cj~ is finite. 
(c) Each line is incident on d > 3 points, and dually, since ~'m is 
regular of degree d > 3. 
(d) Each two points have exactly one line in common, and dually. 
Let Pl and P2 correspond to nl and n2. These are adjacent o at least 
one m ~ M since ~',~ is connected and bipartite with diameter 3, and 
to at most one m 6 M sinceC~ has girth 6. The dual follows similarly. 
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Hence G is a finite plane projective geometry with d points on a line. 
For the case k = 4, we will establish a one-to-one correspondence 
between minimal graphs of diameter 4 and finite projective geometries 
of rank 4 over a finite commutative field. Because of the dimension a 
different construction is required, and the demonstration is somewhat 
different than that for k = 3. To the terms used earlier we add the 
term "plane" as an element of G, symbolized ql ~ Q. 
THEOREM 5.4. To each projective geometry G of rank 4 over a finite 
commutative f ieM and with d ~ 3 points on a line there corresponds a
~,,~ of diameter 4. 
PROOF: G possesses a null polarity which is essentially unique (see 
[1 Section IV.2]) in the sense that an arbitrary null polarity may be 
brought o a standard form through a collineation. I fp  and q stand for 
vectors over the field, representing point and dual coordinates as well 
as the geometric objects, and M is a skew-symmetric fourth-order 
matrix with elements from the field, say the matrix 
M = 
0 1 0 (  0o0 0 0 
0 0 - -1  
0 
0 
1 ' 
0 
then the null polarity is a mapping 
T p ~ q= 2Mp and q'Mp = O. 
Thus the points and planes are paired. 
Construct a graph c~ as follows. Corresponding to each Pi ~ P, create 
a node nl ~ N. Corresponding to each line lj which is incident on any 
Pi ~ P on its polar qi ~ Q, create a node m s ~ M. This represents only 
a subset of the lines in G, which is distinguished by the polarity. Two 
nodes nl and m~ are adjacent if and only if their correspondents P i 
and lj are incident. 
This completes the construction of ~', but it is useful to develop it in 
tree form, as an aid to the demonstration. Select a point Po and let its 
correspondent o be a distinguished node. The following steps arrive 
at the tree form. Symbols p and q which carry the same subscripts refer 
to points and planes associated under the polarity. 
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In ~ In G 
no 
nodes of tier-1 
nodes of tier-2 
nodes of tier-3 
nodes of tier-4 
190 
lines on both Po and qo 
(/i, i=  1 ..... d) 
all points on each /i except Po 
(PiJ, i = 1 ..... d, j = I ..... c) 
for each pi~ all lines on Ptj and qij, except /~ 
(l~jk; i = 1, ..., d; j, k = 1 ..... c) 
all points P~k~ on each l;jk except p~ 
It is convenient to organize in a sequence of lemmas the justification 
of  the tree form above, and the completion of  the proof  that ~ so 
constructed is a ~',~. 
LEMMA 5.1. l f  p2 is on ql, then PI is on q2. 
PROOF: 22P2'ql = ~221p2'MPl = -- 2221pl'Mp2 = -- ,~lP1' q2. 
Hence for tier-3, li is on q~ as well as on qo, and no line on qo which is 
not also on Po enters as a result of  this step. For  visualization, a line 
determines a pencil of  points and a pencil of  planes. I f  the line is one 
of the distinguished subsets then the points and planes of  its pencils 
are associated by the polarity. 
LEMMA 5.2. All  points o f  G are represented in g~. 
PROOF: Points P0 and p~j constitute all the points on qo. Let Ph be a 
point of  G not on qo. Ph and any line li on Po and qo determine a unique 
plane which we will call qiy. By Lemma 5.1 the associated point Pi~ is on 
qo- Since it is also on qi~ it is on l~. Thus the line determined by Ph and 
p~ is one of the lines represented in tier-3. Hence Ph is represented by a 
node in tier-4. 
The construction and Lemma 5.2 show that the nodes of  tiers 0, 2, 4 
and the points of  G are in one-to-one correspondence. The construction 
and Lemma 5.1 show that the nodes of  tiers 1 and 3 are in one-to-one 
correspondence with the subset of  lines distinguished by the polarity. 
Hence the tree form does represent c# ~ as specified, the construction 
assuring proper incidence. 
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~'  is obviously finite, undirected, simple, bipartite, and regular. We 
need to show that it has diameter 4 and girth 8. 
LEMMA 5.3. Each node of tier-4 is & each subset ~'i, i = 1 . . . . .  d. 
PROOF: In the proof of Lemma 5.2 each line li of tier-l, when taken 
with Ph, determines a different plane qi~ and hence a different line of 
tier-3, Hence the node nh of tier-4 corresponding to Ph is at distance 
3 from each node ml of tier-l, corresponding to li. 
Thus for each i, ~ i  = I~. 
LEMMA 5.4. ~ has girth 8. 
PROOF: Obviously all nodes of tiers-0, -l, -2 are distinct, and a node 
of tier-3 is adjacent to only one node of tier-2. Hence no circuit of length 
2 or 4 lies on no. By the construction the nodes of tier-3 are distinct from 
the nodes of tier-l, each is adjacent o only one node of tier-2, and tier-3 
is indeed at distance 3 from no. Hence no circuit of length 6 lies on no. 
By Lemma 5.3 circuits of length 8 do exist. Since c j  is bipartite no odd 
circuits exist. 
The selection of any other point of G as no does not change the cor- 
respondence between nodes and geometric objects, nor the adjacency 
relations, and results in the same tree form. Hence no n ~ N lies on a 
circuit of length less than 8, and each has circuits of length 8. Every 
circuit contains nodes in N since ~'  is bipartite. Hence no circuits of 
length less than 8 exist. 
LEMMA 5.5 ~ '  has diameter 4. 
PROOF: From the contruction of the tree forms the diameter is at 
least 4. Since any ni ~ N could be distinguished as no, all pairs (ni, n~) 
and (ni, mk), ni, nj ~ N, mk ~ M have distance not exceeding 4. Hence 
if any pair has distance xceeding 4 it must be some (mi, m~), mi, m~ ~ M. 
Take no to be adjacent o mi, so that mi lies in tier-1 and m~ in tier-1 
or tier-3. In the first alternative mi and m~ have distance 2. If m~ is in 
tier-3, let nl be a node of tier-4 adjacent o mj. By Lemma 5.3 nl is at 
distance 3 from mi. Hence m~. is at distance 4 from mi. Hence k = 4. 
This completes the proof that ~ is a ~'m. 
The incidence relations between a point p and the distinguished lines 
of G are the same as those between q, the polar of p, and the distinguished 
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lines. Hence a graph constructed similarly on the basis of planes and 
lines is identical with one constructed from points and lines. 
In the construction given, every point in the geometry is represented 
in the graph. Only selected lines appear explicitly in the graph--those 
planar pencils which lie on pole and polar--and these are exactly 
the lines which are invariant under the polarity. Every plane may be 
identified in the graph in two ways: as the set of nodes m which are 
adjacent o a node n, being a line pencil in the plane; or as a node n 
(the pole of the plane to be identified) and all nodes at distance 2 from 
n, these being all the points on the plane. 
To establish the converse of Theorem 5.4 we need the incidence re- 
lations between the nodes of a minimal graph, through paths of length 
2. Given a ~C~m, k = 4 and d > 3, we derive a graph ~* .  The nodes of 
~'* are the nodes of ~'m- Two nodes are adjacent in ~'* if and only 
if they are at distance 2 in ~m. Thus ~'* is not connected, but matters 
of structure which will be presented are the same for both its compo- 
nents. 
Let the matrices A,  Fi, Gi, H i  as used earlier pertain to ~',~ and the 
same symbols starred pertain to ~* .  
Eq. (3.12) characterizes ~',,. For k = 4, 
(A + d l )H  s= H22+dH a -  c2 I= dJ.  
Since ~'m is bipartite, A may be written 
,, 0 )  
Since Hz is even in A and H 3 is odd in A, 
H22=d( J  0 )+c2 i "  
The adjacency matrix for ~*  is 
FI* = Fz = A s -- d l  < J. 
(5.2) 
Thus FI*u = cdu, so that the degree of ~*  is cd. 
F2* = (FI*) 2 -- cd l  = A 4 --  2dA 2 + dl, 
/72* = AH8 -- 2Fl* -- dl.  
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If A is taken in the form of (5.1), then from (3.12), 
and hence 
oj) 
F2* : d ( J -  I j 0 i )  _ 2Fa, 
0 - -  
(5.3) 
Since d> 3, each component of ~'* has diameter 2 and girth 3. 
In each component there is one path of length 1 from any selected node 
xo to its adjacent nodes, (d -- 2) paths of length 2 from xo to each of 
its adjacent nodes, and d paths of length 2 from xo to each of its antipodal 
nodes. Thus it has the general form shown schematically in Figure 2. 
t ie r .  I o o - - -  - 
C a tO 
tLer-Z 
0 
:t 
c~ to 
t%er - I  ~ol/~ d~c-O t0 
tier-z O O - -  - -  - -  
FIGURe 2. Branch counts in G*. 
2. 
The internal structure of ~c~,. can be further specified. With A as in 
(5.1), the upper left component of FI* is BB'  - -  d l ,  and we will establish 
a particular form for this matrix. 
Let the nodes of ~'m be numbered according to the following order: 
starting with the distinguished node and proceeding down the tree 
from tier to tier, and from left to right within each tier, except for the 
last tier. The nodes of ~" are given the same order as the nodes o f .~ l  
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to which they are adjacent. This is possible since ~"1 ---- ~'. If, now, the 
relative order within each bipartition is preserved, but all the nodes of 
even tiers are placed before the nodes of odd tiers, the form of (5.1) 
will be established and in addition, B will have the form 
B: 
1 
No. of c 
rOWS C 2 
C 3 
No. of cols. 
1 c C a C a 
I (01)o 0 0 
(lO)o o (Ol)~ o 
o (lo)1 o (Olh 
0 0 (10)~ M 
B' has the same form, but the matrix M in the lower right is replaced 
by M'.  Since no further specification will be given to M, this justifies 
our statement that the structure to be developed is the same for both of 
the components of ~'*. Then BB' - -d I  is 
I 
C 
C o 
C 3 
1 C C 2 r  
0 (01)o (02)o 0 
(10)o (11)o - (00)1 0 (02h 
(20)0 0 (1 lh - (ooh (OlhM' 
0 (20)1 M(10)a (11)3 + .,VIM' -- d(OO)s 
Consider the upper left principal minor of order 1 + c + c 2. This 
contains all nodes incident on the first, as shown by the terms in the 
first row. Except for the first row and column the only non-zero terms 
are d blocks of order c down the diagonal, each of which is of the form 
J -  L Thus this subgraph consists of d complete graphs on d nodes 
each, each complete graph having the first node as one of its nodes, 
and having no other nodes in common with any of the others. 
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Since the first node could have been any node of ~ ,  this is the struc- 
ture of a whole component of ~'*. A component of ~'* has 1 -k c 
-k c a -t- c 3 nodes. It is composed of 1 -q- c -k c 2 q- c a complete subgraphs 
on d nodes, each node appearing in d complete subgraphs, each pair of 
complete subgraphs having at most one node in common, and any 
two adjacent nodes appearing in one common complete subgraph. 
The structure is exhibited schematically in Figure 3. A node Yl of tier-2 
:Z o 
X 
FtGUR~ 3. Schematic of ,~*. 
is adjacent to d nodes of tier-l, all in different complete subgraphs 
(since any two subgraphs have at most one node in common, and the 
number of paths of length 2 joining adjacent nodes is d -  2) as shown 
at xl, x~, x3 .... Since an adjacent pair such as (Xl, Yl) are in a complete 
subgraph which can have no other nodes in tier-l, its remaining c -- 1 
nodes are in tier-2, as indicated at a, b; und these are distinct from any 
of the other tier-2 nodes contained in subgraphs constructed on (x2, yl), 
(xa, yl) . . . . .  Since there are d such subgraphs on Yl, this duster of nodes 
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in tier-2 adjacent o Yl consistes of  c 2 nodes ( including yx itself) of  which 
c nodes are adjacent to x~. 
Now x~ and x2 are antipodal.  There are, therefore, d paths of  length 
2 jo in ing them. One path is through x0, another is through Yl. Hence 
there are c - 1 more nodes Yi, i = 2, ..., c, similar to y~, adjacent o 
both x~ and x2. No two of  the complete subgraphs on Xx and all the Yi 
have any node in common except xl. Thus the total number of  nodes in 
tier-2 adjacent o xl, described so far, is c ~ nodes. Also adjacent o xx 
are c - 1 nodes in tier-1 and 1 node in tier-0. The total so far determined 
is cd. Hence all the nodes adjacent o xx have been found. 
But x~ and x 3 are also antipodal.  They also have c --  1 more nodes 
in common in tier-2, in addit ion to y~. I f  any of  these nodes were different 
from Yi, i = 2 . . . . .  c, they would introduce more nodes adjacent o x~, 
which is too many. Hence Yi, i = 1 . . . . .  c are each adjacent o each of 
xj, j = 1 . . . . .  d. They constitute c nodes, each determining a cluster of  
c 2 nodes in tier-2, a total of c 3 nodes, which is all the nodes in tier-2. 
Of  course the subgraphs so determined are complexly interconnected 
in tier-2. 
(It is perhaps worth remarking that the set of  nodes xo, xi, i = I . . . . .  d, 
and y~., j = 1 . . . . .  c, are a ~',~ of  diameter 2 and degree d.) 
LEMMA 5.6 For every triple o f  nodes in ~'~* there is either 1 or d nodes 
adjacent to or identical with each o f  the triple. 
Let three nodes be x, y, z. I f  they are mutual ly non-adjacent,  ake x 
to be x0. Then y and z lie in tier-2. Take y to be Yl. xo and yl  determine 
nodes xi, i = 1 . . . .  , d of tier-! and y~, j = 1 . . . .  , c of  tier-2, as described 
above. I f  z = y~, j = 2 . . . . .  c then x, y, z are all adjacent o xi, i ---- 1, 
..., d. Otherwise, z is adjacent o some one y~, j = 2, ..., c, say Y2. Then 
it is also adjacent o x2, and x, y, z are commonly  adjacent only to xz. 
I f  x is at distance 2 from y and z but y and z are adjacent, take x to 
be Xo. Then y and z are in tier-2 and have only one complete subgraph 
in common,  and hence are both adjacent to only one node in tier-I 
(like Yl and b in Figure 3), which is also adjacent to x. 
I f  x and y are adjacent, and x and z are adjacent,  take x to be Xo. 
Then y and z are in tier-1. I f  they are not adjacent hen they are in dif- 
ferent complete subgraphs on x0, and are not both adjacent o any other 
node of  t ier- l .  Thus there is one node, x, identical with x and adjacent 
to y and z. I f  y and z are adjacent hey lie in one complete subgraph on 
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x, and all d nodes of the complete subgraph are adjacent to or identical 
with x, y and, z. 
THEOREM 5.5 To each ~m with degree > 3 and diameter 4, there cor- 
responds a finite projective geometry of rank 4 over a commutative fieM. 
PROOF: Let the subsets of the natural partioning of the nodes of the 
(bipartite) ~'m be N and M. 
Construct a geometry G as follows. Create a point Pl corresponding 
to each n~ ~ N. With each ni ~ N associate a set Ni c N defined by 
Ni = {n I n ~ N and distance (ni, n) < 2}. 
Create a plane qi corresponding to each Ni. Let Pl and q~ be incident 
if and only if ni ~ N~. 
Obviously incidence is simple, symmetric, and defined only between 
unlike elements, G is finite, each plane contains 1 q-c q-c z points, 
and dually. The pairing of nl and Ni establishes an involutory mapping 
Pi ~ ql in G, for which, obviously, each element is incident on its image. 
Since also, from the definition, ifpi is on q~ then p~ is on qi, when G shall 
have been shown to be projective, this mapping will be a null polarity. 
Hence from [1, Section IV.2] the field of G is commutative. 
LEMMA 5.7. Each two points are commonly incident on d planes, and 
dually. 
PROOF: H2ei indicates the nodes at distance 0 or 2 from node i. From 
(5.2), 
(ei'Hz') (H2ey) = ei'H22e~ 
n 
=d if i=/=j and i, j both <~-  
or  
n 
i, j both ~-~-. 
Hence for nl, n~ ~ N there are d nodes nh ~ N for which nl, ny ~ Nn. 
For the dual we have also nn ~ Ni, nn ~ N~. 
LEMMA 5.8. Each three points are commonly incident on 1 or d planes. 
PROOF: In the component of ~*  corresponding to N, Ni is the set of 
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nodes adjacent o or identical with nl. Hence this is a restatement of 
Lemma 5.6. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
In the component of ~'*  corresponding to the set N of ~',n the nodes 
are points and the planes are the subsets consisting of a given node 
and all nodes adjacent o it. The lines which are invariant under the null 
polarity appear as the complete subgraphs, but the other lines can be 
identified also. Let x and y be two non-adjacent nodes, with x as x0 
and y in tier-2. These determine d notes xi, i = 1, ..., d in tier-l, and 
{x~} is a line. 
The invariant lines appear also as the nodes of the other component 
of ~'*, that corresponding to the set M of ~,n, and the structure is the 
same in both components. Hence a graph ~",  derived from ~'* by 
(1) the nodes of ~"  are the complete subgraphs of c~',, 
(2) two nodes of ~ '  are adjacent if the corresponding complete 
subgraphs of ~'* have a common node, 
has the same structure as ~* .  
The fact that one can use equally well the even tiers of ~'m and the 
other component of ~'*  leads to the following observation. Given 
a G, a null polarity exists and this determines a set of invariant lines. A 
geometry G', in which the invariant lines have the role of points, and the 
set of all the invariant lines concurrent with a given one has the role 
of a plane polar to the given line, is isomorphic to the given G. 
For the case k = 6, Feit and Higrnan [2] assert the existence of 
such graphs. Except for the obvious fact that ~'* has the same general 
structure as for k = 4, we have no properties for them. 
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